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Math Department Adopts Students Attend 
I.B.M. Machine-Math Course Panel Discussions 
United Aircraft Makes LECTUREs NEXT WEEK At Conn. College 
Mid-Year Grades Av. 75 
Tau Alpha T opAmong Houses 
New Course Possible Connecticut College sponsored a 
two-day conference on "The United 
Nations in Action," last Friday and 
Saturday, February 23 and 24, to 
which sixteen eastern colleges each 
sent one foreign and one American 
student. 
Tonight, February 28th, a series 
of freshman visits to fraternity 
houses will be inaugurated. Those 
frosh who signed a list signifying 
their desire to look over the houses 
will be divided into ten groups, one 
for each organization in the Inter-
fratemity Council. 
Through cooperation with United 
Aircraft, Trinity has undertaken a 
new development in college mathema-
tics curricula in a course which com-
bines numerical mathematical analy-
sis with the use of IBM punch card 
computing machinery, it was an-
nounced today by Prof. Harold L. Dor-
wart, Chairman of the mathematics 
department, ~ nd Reeves Morrisson of 
the United Aircraft Research Divi-
sion. 
Lectures on numerical analysis ant.! 
machine methods are given here at 
Trinity, supplemented by a laboratory 
period at the United Aircraft Comput-
ing Laboratory where students work 
with the latest types of IBM electron-
ic computing equipment. 
Nilson Aids in Plan 
Stuart L. Crossman and Walter 
Ramshaw of the computing laboratory 
and Dr. Edwin N. ilson of Trinity 
planned the course, which is being 
taught by Messrs. Crossman and 
Ramshaw. 
In making the announcement, Prof. 
Dorwart said that "the use of mathe-
matical machines has assumed a role 
of major importance in the solution 
of the complex mathematical prob-
lems arising in many branches of en-
gineering. Both the large-scale com-
puting machines such as the E lAC 
and the medium size computing units 
made up of IBM punch card equip-
ment have found extensive applica-
tion to such varied fields as fire con-
trol, vibration studies in engine de-
sign, and atomic physics. 
Trinity Leads Way 
"The cost of these machines, how-
ever, is prohibitive to a college the 
size of Trinity; and it has been possi-
ble to give this course only because 
the facilities of the United Aircraft 
Computing Laboratory have been 
made available. Consequently, as far 
as we know, Trinity is the only liber-
al arts college offering such a course." 
The 15-man enrollment in the 
course is made up of Trinity seniors 
and graduate students majoring in 
physics, mathematics and engineering 
together with several graduate engin-
eers from United Aircraft. 
Blood Donations Resume . 
The blood donation program begun 
by President Funston has resumed op-
eratipns after a two months' lapse. 
The blood from these painless dona-
tions goes not only to Connecticut 
hospitals, and emergency areas, but to 
the troops in Korea as well . Those 
wishing to donate blood should con-
tact AI Miller, head of the program. 
Placement Calendar 





The Interfraternity Council will 
sponsor its second annual ball on St. 
Patrick's Day, Saturday, March 17. 
Held for members of fraternities and 
the Commons Club, the dance will be 
given at the Hartford Golf Club in 
West Hartford. 
Continuous music from 9:00 until 
1:00 will be supplied by Bob Halprin 
and his orchestra. 
It has been stated that the Inter-
fraternity Ball held last spring was 
one of the tnost successful dances of 
the year. Although the affair was 
formal, a f r i e n d I y atmosphere 
brought about by men representing 
different fraternities associating at 
tables was noted by those present. 
Corsages will be worn at the forth-
coming Ball and are being sold by 
Interfraternity Council representa-
tives, who have asked that flowers 
be purchased only from them in order 
to defray part of the expenses of the 
dance. 
245 Men Matriculate 
In Tuesday's Chapel 
Two hundred forty-five students re-
peated the Matriculation Oath during 
the annual ceremony held during 
Chapel service at 1:00 P .M., Tuesday, 
February 20. At that time forty-sev-
en upperclassmen and one hundred 
ninety-eight freshmen officially be-
came members of the College. 
Following an address by Dean Ar-
thur H. Hughes who explained "The 
Meaning of Matriculation," Professor 
Lawrence Towle, Secretary of the 
Faculty, read the traditional Oath to 
be repeated by the students. 
"I promise to observe the Statutes 
of Trinity College; to obey all its 
Rules and Regulations; to discharge 
faithfully all scholastic duties impos-
ed upon me; and to maintain and de-
fend all the rights, privileges, and 
Thursday, March 1: Senior Inter-
views, Am e r i c a n Insurance 
Company; Mr. John J. Leddy, 
Director of Education, in 
Goodwin Lounge, 9 :30 A.M.-
5:00 P .M. 
I 
immunities of the College, ac~ording 
to my station and degree m the 
Friday, March 2: Interviews for all 
mathematics majors, Metropol-
itan Life Insurance Company; 
Mr. Edwin Lancaster, Actuary. 
Tuesday, March 6: Career Counsel-
ing Series, "Insurance," Mr. 
Charles J. Zimmerman, Associ-
ate Managing Director of the 
Life Insurance Management 
Association; in Goodwin 
Lounge, 7:30P.M. 
same." . 
Matriculating students then regiS-
tered theit· names later in the after-
noon under the promise rewritten 
each year in the traditional book 
available in the Library. 
Matriculation is a traditional cere-
mony at Trinity where it has been. ob-
served on one hundred twenty-etght 
occasions. Students are matricul~t.ed 
to the rights and privileges of offtctal 
membership in the College Body only 
after they have satisfactorily passed 
a semester of college work. 
Representing Trinity were harles 
Andre de la Porte of Holland and 
Hollis Burke. The delegates heard 
talks by Dr. igmund I cumann of 
Harvard and Wesleyan, Dr. Alan 
Overstreet of Smith, and Dr. Waldo 
Chamberlin of New York University. 
These professors led panel discussions 
on the topics, "Western Europe and 
the Atlantic Community," "U. S. For-
eign Policy and the U. ." "Tensions 
that cause war," and "Where is the 
U. . heading?" 
ationalism Que t ioned 
Dr. eumann maintained in his ini-
tial address that we are living in a 
period of a second Thirty Years War 
during which the fundamental organ-
izing principle of nationalism is being 
questioned. He said that the best we 
could hope for at this time was an 
armed truce, "a cold Locarno," which 
may last ten years. 
Dr. Waldo Chamberlin advocated 
removing Russia from the U. N. be-
cause she entered it with the sole aim 
of paralyzing it and had refused to 
cooperate in most of its subordinate 
activities. 
Must Accept Ten ion 
Dr. Overstreet discussed the Amer-
ican attitude toward the U. N., say-
ing that we did not know enou gh 
about the basic issues behind U. S. 
policy. The magnitude of the crisis, 
he said, has g iven rise to doubt and 
indecision; that we a1·e increasingly 
(Continued on page 3.) 
Mystery Voice Quiz 
Sponsored by WRTC 
WRTC inaugurated last Monday, 
February 19, a "Mystery Lady" con-
test that offers close to $200 worth of 
prizes to the person who can mosl 
nearly describe the lady after hea1;ng 
her voice. 
Five times a day for the next two 
weeks a transcription of th myst ery 
voice will be aired preceded by an an-
nouncement of the rules of lhe con-
test. 
It is not possible to identify the 
person by her voice as she is not a 
prominent figure either in Hartford, 
or in national or international affairs. 
It is left to the ability of the listener 
to see how good he or she is at giv-
ing the physical description of a per-
son after hearing only the voice. 
Below is a partial ist of prizes 
compiled so far and totalling $100 
with an additional $100 worth of 
prizes to be added next week; 12 half-
hour dance lessons at Arthur Murray 
Dance Studios on Main Street; Free 
Cleaning at the College Cleaners; Ray 
Anthony Dance Album from Capitol 
Records; A Gift Certificate for shop-
ping at Sage-Allen; dinner for two at 
the Bungalow Restaurant on Asylum 
Street; a two or three ring notebook 
with zipper from the Central Station-
ery Store; plus many more not named 
yet, including a grand prize. 
Ill- Will A Student Report His Buddy? 
Following is the third in a series of four letters from the Honor Com-
mittee to the students of the college. On March 8th and 9th an all-eollege 
referendum will be held to determine whether or not Trinity will adopt the 
honor system. The Honor Committee will be glad to receive all questions 
and comments on the Code at Box 141. 
The question comes up: is the Honor System just a substitute for the 
proctor system; will each student be expected to proctor every other stu-
dent: Definitely not! If this were true, the Honor System would be nothing 
but a negative police system, and would not only fail to work, but wouJd 
also arouse resentment from the students. Nothing could be further from 
the intent and purpose of the Code. 
The Honor Code operates on a positive, rather than a negative, assump-
tion. The idea is to ingrain within the student a sense of honor; to make 
each student conscientiously feel that dishonesty is wrong. In other words, 
it is to add emphasis to what he alreadJ· believes is right. Trusting the stu-
dent, putting it up to him, we feel, is the best way to achieve the purpose 
of the Code. 
The job of each student under the Honor Code is, first of all, to believe 
it himself ; he must trust himself. And second, he should encourage others to 
believe in it. The workability of the Code is dependent upon how well the 
students accept and practice this responsibility. 
If however, it does come to the attention of a student that a fellow stu-
dent might be violating the Code, he should do everything in his power to 
discourage the prospective violator. The wrongness of a violation should be 
impressed upon the offender, and he should be reminded that he would lose 
the respect of his fellow students, whose will it is to maintain standards of 
personal integrity. Since the Code belongs to the students, this could be 
done only by a f ellow student and never by a proctor. 
If a student is accused of violating the Code, after he has been warned 
and supposedly has been ingrained with the Code, the usual process is for 
the observer to call the attention of it to some other student and then to-
gether request the violator to turn himself in to a Student Elected ~onor 
Council which will try him. If he is innocent, he has every opportumty to 
prove himself so. His word is still held good until definitely proven guilty. 
Experience has shown t hat there are actually fewer students thrown 
out of school under the Honor System than under the proctor system. It is 
not because dishonesty is gotten away with, it is simply because the stu-
dents don't cheat, and that they possess a sense of honor. 
Again, the Honor Code makes no pretenses toward being utopian. but 
what it does claim to do is to reduce and discourage dishonesty. This has 
been proven time and time again in colleges and universities where the Honor 
Tradition is an integral part of everyday life. 
Senate Honor Committee. 
Great Increase in 
Upperclassmen on Pro 
By John Berseth 
The average of the entire student 
body for the Chri tmas term was 
75.37, almost identical with last year's 
75.76. This and many other averages 
were released Monday to the Tripod 
by the Dean's Office. 
The largest change over the marks 
at this same time last year was the 
increase of the upperclassmen on pro-
bation from 16 to 32. The other aver-
ages remained, for the most part, the 
same as last year's . A breakdown of 
the college averages for the Christ-
mas term 1950 and 1949 follows: 
1950 
Freshmen ..... .. 72.40 
Upperclassmen . . 76.40 
Resident ........ 74.50 
Day . .... . ...... 76.85 
Married .... . .... 80.42 
Single .. . ....... 75.10 
Fraternity ...... 75.94 










These averages show a slight gen-
eral decrease in academic achieve-
ment, but that difference is so small 
as to be negligible. The Dean's List 
was depleted by some 19 men, drop-
ping from 126 last year to 107 this 
year. Last year 106 upperclassmen 
made Dean's List while only 96 did 
this year, and the freshmen on the 
list dropped from 20 to 11. 
Tau Alpha Tops 
The fraternity averages were also 
released and they, like the other gen-
eral figures, revealed little change 
over last year. Tau Alpha was first 
with 80.07, and then came Alpha Chi 
Rho with 78.49, Sigma Nu, 78.03, Del-
ta Phi, 77.08, Theta Xi, 75.76, Alpha 
Delta Phi, 73.98, Delta Kappa Epsilon, 
73.96, Psi Upsilon, 73.55, and Delta 
Psi, 72.24. The Brownell and Commons 




A series of faculty workshops, de-
signed to discuss the topic of better 
teaching was inaugurated last Tues-
day, February 20. Earlier in the year, 
President I•' unston suggested that 
with the many new facuJty members, 
and the more modern teaching meth-
ods now in practice, it might be wise 
to hold informal meetings to discuss 
audio-visualization and other develop-
ments. 
The initial move in this program 
was an invitation to Professor Gilbert 
Highet of Columbia University to 
speak before the entire faculty on 
"Better Teaching Methods." Mr. Hi~h­
et, who gave the Moore Greek Lecture 
during the first term, is the author of 
the best seller, "The Art of Teaching." 
The faculty was then divided into 
three sections, Sciences, Social Sci-
ences, and Humanities. The chairmen 
of each group are respectively Messrs. 
Lockwood, Towle, and • otopoulos . 
The Social Science group, discussed 
the amount of visual aids and outside 
work to be used. Lecture techniques 
and the improvement of discussion 
sessions also were on the agenda. All 
meetings deal with actual classroom 
teaching, not with curriculum. 
When the respective sessions close, 
each will make a report at an open 
facuJty meeting. 
The Union Bookstore 
One of the most highly confused and oft discussed 
issues at Trinity College during the past several 
months concerns that of the Student Union Book Store, 
operated for the advantage and benefit of the student 
body. Much displeasure has been directed towards this 
organization, but any remedial measures that have 
been contemplated for the ncar future by the adminis-
·tration is most certainly not set forth with any degree 
of clarity. 
It is the purpose of this editorial to bring this ques-
tion to the fore, to allay some of the confusion sur-
rounding the issue, and to suggest certain measures 
which may hasten a feasible solution acceptable to all. 
Definite and Complete Clarification of Policy 
The first and foremost request of the Tripod is that 
the administration clearly state a definite and complete 
clarification of its policy on the subject of the Book 
Store. This action is imperative before any change of 
a beneficial nature may occur. 
This policy should answer such questions as "Are 
books really ordered on time?" "Are the Professors 
allowed to see the orders sent in by the store after 
the requisition has been made?" "Is there personal in-
terest in the present system to meet the demands of 
the Student Body and Faculty?" and "Are the prices 
charged justifiable?" 
Committee Results Remain a Mystery 
During the past semester a committee was appoint-
ed to study this question and, following their investi-
gation, to make recommendations. What became of this 
committee's results (or even what became of this com-
mittee) remains something of a mystery. 
The second request of the Tripod is that this group 
be allowed to function for the purpose for which it 
was named. Men on the college level, when airing their 
grievances, are quite capable of reaching suitable solu-
tions, and their views should be considered. 
Whether the cause for this situation is founded up-
on lack of knowledge, misunderstanding, or apathy, it 
must be corrected for the general well-being of the en-
tire Student Body, and it is the si ncere hope that the 
suggestions set forth by the Tripod at this time may 
be of no small aid to that end. 
The Mason Plan 
This aftcmoon groups of ft-eshmcn will invade Ver-
non Street for the first time undet· the new Mason 
Plan, which provides for interested freshmen the op-
portunity of visiting each of the fraternities and the 
Commons lub. The advantages of this plan are num-
erous. hut it would be well to consider them briefly. 
.. 
atura l Habitat YS. Coll ege Smol,e r· 
Thi · plan will provide fre hmen with an opportunity 
to see fraternity men in their "natural habitat," rather 
than in the rarified atmosphere of a college smoker. 
It will give all men an opportunity of visiting every 
fraternity house, and obtaining- thereby a point of de-
parture for the beginning of rushing next fall. 
It will also, of course, give the fraternity men a 
chance to meet freshmen on a social level and break 
down the artificial social batTier which deferred t·ush-
ing sets up between the ft·eshmen and upperclassmen. 
• tep To Fro. h Ru hing 
There are, however, certain features of this plan 
which may not be immediately evident. This plan rep-
r·esent a change in the po li cy exprc sed in the present 
ru bing rules which forbid freshmen to enter fraternity 
house:. This could easily represent the first step on 
the road to freshman rushi ng. 
The advisability of such a return in the face of the 
present conditions, is a matter which should be decided 
by the parties concerned on its own merits, and not 
involved with the Mason plan. 
Danger of Abuse 
There i also the danger of abuse of the plan, al-
though thirty minutes does not seem a sufficient ac-
quai ntance to permit "pocket pledging." It is conceiv-
able that the plan could be abused, however. The best 
way to prevent this is to use it as it was intended to 
be used by its author. Every freshman participating 
in the plan should visit all the houses, and not decide, 
because he liked the fiTSt house on the list. not to com-
plete the schedule. This will work to the detriment of 
both the plan and the individual. 
Fraternities Must E nforce Strictly 
The fraternities also have a responsibility to see that 
t he provisions of the plan are strictly enforced, and 
that it is a different group of men who visit the house 
each time. 
If the fraternities and the freshmen make full use 
of this plan, there will be found in it an effective 
means of bridging the social gap between upperclass-
men and freshmen, and enjoying a fuller college life. 
h G 
,, 
"How Much to Throw t e a me· 
Reporter Uncovers Squash Racket; 
Authorities Try to Avert Scandal 
By Joe Wollenberger 
Trinity College has been going along for quite some time now without 
any real juicy sports scandals. So to keep in vogue with many of the larger 
schools throughout the East, this reporter bas tried earnestly to uncover 
some dirt at Trinity in other places besides the dorms. 
After several days of hanging around in the Memorial Field House 
partly to make up P. E. credits and partly to fulfill this assignment, I noticed 
a shady looking character enter the 
area through the locker room door. From 
For some unknown reason my atten-
tion was drawn towards him . Curious-
ly enough, this fellow did not seem to 
fit in the college picture even though 
he was attempting to go unnoticed by 
wearing white bucks. The major fau lt 
in his disguise was that hi s bucks 
were ridiculou~;ly clean. 
Peers Around Corners 
I hadowed him up the spiraling 
staircase, past the entrance to the 
swimming pool balcony and up to the 
lockers that face the doors to the 
squash courts. He suspiciously peered 
arou nd corners until he happened to 
see someone he recognized. It was 
one of the members of the Trinity 
Squash team who e name wi ll not be 
made public until D. A. Clarke sees 
fit to release it for public disapproval. 
"Where's da coach?" he said in his 
Harvard accent. 
"He went out for a peek at how his 
pitchers are coming along; the base-
ball season is on the way, you !mow," 
was the reply. 
"Well, ya know da deal. Did you 
get any o' de other guys to go in 
witcha ?" 
"Yeah, five." 
' Dey get a hal{ a grand less. ow 
git ta woik." 
I followed th9 mystery man up to 
the balcony overlooking the squash 
courts. The Trinity players came out 
on the floor followed by the Bourbon 
College squad and the pre-game rally-
ing began. He carefully surveyed the 
tyle of the Bourbon College players 
and hastened to the phone booth in 
the field house proper: 
The Fix Was On 
"Hello, Louie.-Yeah, dat's what I 
figured; I gotcha." 
He scmTied back to his seat in the 
squash court balcony and drew the 
attention of the player he had been 
conversing with previously. The play-
er looked up. The man next extended 
three fingers and said, "Fifteen hun-
dred." The fix was on and I knew it. 
My suspicions were confirmed when 
most of our team lost every set and 
(Continued on page 6.) 
Many Americans fee l life is full of 
p~tty annoyances, yet we live in para-
d_J s_e compared to the long-suffering 
Citizens of Soviet Russia. Here are 
typical complaints from the common 
man: 
-A local citizen (of Caucasus 
where Stalin was born) wanted to b~ 
we_ll dressed, and bought himself a 
pair of yellow shoes. But after he had 
worn them only two days, the yellow 
shoes changed color to an unbe . com-
mg green. 
-Up in the Ural city of Sverdlovsk 
footwe~r stores formerly had no 
large-sized overshoes for men or wom-
en. In a land of ice and snow l"k 
R . I h I e ussta ga os es are a real necessity 
and people with big feet started 
grumblmg. Finally the shoe stores 
demanded more large overshoes f 
th Ch . 1 . rom e emlca Mmistry, which makes 
th~~ from synthetic rubber. The 
Mm1stry responded nobly. S 1 · no verd-
ovsk stores receive nothing but large 
galoshes, and no small and m d. · e 1um 
s1ze at all. Every need of b' f 1g- ooted 
customers has been f illed b 
"th · · . uyers 
W1 normal feet are in despair. 
-At Moscow, the Art Indust .· I 
Co op t· ua -. era IVe makes talking doll 
w~tch sell for the fancy price of $35 
apiece. A woman purchased f 
he d ht one or 
r aug er. Half an hour later th 
doll stopped talking Two h 1' e with "11 h . ours ater 
no I andling, one of the d ll'' 
legs fell off. o s 
-Soviet Citizens complain th t 
phonograph needles mak a 
o_rchestras sound like loco~:~::h~ny 
tmg off steam and et-' a soprano d 
tenor duet like animals in a 1 an house. s aughter 
-Two Red_ Army soldiers 
(c t saved on mued on page 6.) 
Reviewer's Quill 
By Ed Jager and Roger Harmon 
"Bridgeburg, N . Y., Aug. 6: A special Grand Jur1 
~ppointed by Governor Stouder back, of this state, to sit 
m the case of Clyde Griffiths, the nephew of the 
wealthy collar manufacturer . . .of Lycurgus, New 
York, recently charged with the killing of Miss Roberta 
Alden, at Big Bittern Lake in the Adirondacks on July 
8th last, today returned an indictment charging mur. 
der in the first degree. 
"Subsequent to the indictment, Griffiths who in 
spite of almost overwhelming evidence, has' persisted 
in asserting that the alleged crime was an accident. 
"Young Griffiths, who is only twenty-two years of 
age, and up to the day of his arrest a respected mem. 
ber of Lycurgus smart society, is alleged to have stun. 
ned and then drowned his working-girl sweethear~ 
whom he had wronged and then planned to desert in 
favor of a richer girl. The lawyers in this case have 
been retained by his wealthy uncle of Lycurgus, who 
has hitherto remained aloof." 
Newspaper articles like the above are glanced over 
daily with little concern by thousands of readers as 
they take their last swallow of cold coffee in the mor· 
ning or clutch a quivering segment of newspaper on 
the subway at night. Such horror could never penetrare 
their circles of relatives or friends. They feel happy, 
average, and secure. Yet sometimes-the chance being 
one in a million-the tragedy strikes home and a small 
average, religious group of people are forced to feel 
the full impact of the pain, fright and suffering that 
~ccompany such adversity. Theodore Dreiser portrays 
JUst such a scene in An American Tragedy. 
Story Behind the Print 
Primarily Theodore Dreiser's novel concerns the 
great struggle of an individual with himself. Clyde 
Griffiths r uns away from home in the early part of 
his life because of a spark of ambition within his own 
~oul that prevents him from standing on corners "do-
mg the Lord's work" with hi s rather eccentric but 
worthy parents. He shifts for himself eventually find· 
~ng a j?b in a hotel. But getting invol;ed in an accident 
e agam runs away. In the town of Lycurgus he gets 
(Continued on page 6.) 
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Notes On The Jazz World 
By Dave Mackay 
PLATTERS WORTH PLAUDITS 
I NOVATIO S l1 lODER MUSIC Capitol p 1 9 
Stan Kenton and his Orche tra 
In the summer of 1941 an unknown and somewhat mu ically fanatic 
Stan Kenton began unleashing from his fertile brain a music that was de _ 
tined to make a unique contribution to the already flourishing music bu i-
ness. These idea were amassed in the tangible form of Arti try In Rhythm. 
Growth was inevitable. Development and progress are synonymou . 0 after 
five years of indoctrination the successful ideas were segregated and became 
known as Progre ·sive Jazz. This was the second segment of Kenton's musical 
history. It found the band successfully departing from the smoke-filled, pop-
corn-littered, acoustically criminal ballrooms to the musical freedom of the 
concert stage. In December, 1948, when he was perched high on a pede tal 
in the field of modern music, Kenton made the startling announcement that 
he was thrr.JUgh as far as the music business was concerned. 
After nine months of relaxation and rested thinking Kenton came out 
with the news that he would return but would utilize the only feasible medium 
in which his music could be advantageously presented-that of the concert 
stage. With this decision also comes the musical maturity that is evident in 
the first edition of Stan Kenton's Innovations in Modern Music. 
The new Kenton organization has augmented its instrumentation by the 
addition of strings, additional brass and bongos. The orchestra is now made 
up of six trumpets, five trombones, two French horns, five saxes, twelve 
strings, five rhythm and two vocalists. 
1. Trajectories-This is one of the most intricate works that the Ken-
ton outfit has ever done with delicate imitations between strings and brass 
displaying the infallible precision of these sections. Two flexible themes are 
developed and tossed back and forth among the sections. 
2. Theme for S unday-Parts of the beautiful theme heard here are 
played alternately by Stan at the piano and the orchestra. 
3. Conflict-This composition is another Pete Rugulo creation using the 
voice of June Christy in a wordless lament with orchestral backing and par-
ticipation. The title was derived from the close effective harmonic colors. 
4. Incident In Jazz-The first section of this composition is built around 
the four note theme repeated incessantly by Stan at the piano. Next the 
strings announce a contrasting theme followed by a culmination of both in 
a final section. 
5. The Lonesome Road- June's husky, earnest voice is perfect for a 
great tune like this one. She sings a full chorus at a very slow undefined 
tempo and after a driving brass introduction brass does another with the 
band jumping behind her. The final notes are soft and pensive. 
6. Mirage-This composition is self-explanatory and carries a different 
meaning for each and every listener with no exceptions. The haunting theme 
is built up until it reaches a climax where it sinks slowly to the tones of 
the tympaniroll. 
7. Solitaire- lilt Bernhart makes his horn tell one of the most beau-
tLful stories ever told in this solo. Put this down as the future's Stardust of 
modern jazz. 
8. The Cuban Episode-The congo drums and voice of Carlos Vidal open 
this composition with a medium beat followed by the now famous Kenton Af-
ro-Cuban rhythms, three in all, played with real native ferocity. The last 
eight bars a1·e a congo drum solo with tremendous cadential chords punched 
out by the whole band. 
Zimmerman Urges Canterbury Hears . 
'R Ch · , Hardy Tell of Russ1a eturn to rzst And Its Church 
"Retum the Spirit of Christ into 
all the works and activities of the 
world," was the essence of the talk 
given on February 20 to the Trinity 
Cardinal rewman Club by Miss Mur-
iel Zimmerman, staff member of 
Friendship House in Harlem. 
Russia and the role of the Ortho-
dox Church was discussed by the Rev. 
Dr. Edward Hardy at the Canterbury 
Club last week. Dr. Hardy is profes-
sor of Church history at the Berkeley 
Divinity School in ew Haven. 
He stressed the complete identifica-
tre scs Interracial Tolerance tion of Church and State before the 
Speaking on the " hristian Apos- Revolution, and showed how the Czars 
tolatc," Mis Zimmerman emphasized from the time of Peter the Great had 
interracial tolerance. She stated that tried to control the Church, by abol-
although we are living in a hi gh ly i bing- the P atriarchate a nd establish-
emotional world, hri t ian. must at ing government by Synod. 
t imes sidetrack feeling for reasons as When R u 5 s i a enjoyed its few 
is nccessar~· in interracial matters. months of freedom before the Bolshe-
~i . · Zimmerman (·ontinued that we vik Revolution, the Church re-e tab-
are all de cended from Adam and Eve lished its Patriarchal government. 
whose nature was given by. God the 1 The Revolution left the Church divid-
Cre, tor. Thus we all have th1s nature ed into those who con idered the 
and the rights whi ch go with it, as Communists the anti-Christ, and those 
was recog-nized by the foun ders of the who believed that the concern of the 
nited States onstitution. I hurch was with the spiritual and 
.·Miss ~immennan contrasted ci.vil thRt God would provide for the rest. 
11ghts wh1ch we tak for granted w1th Dr. Hardy explained that the form-
~onditions to wh ich Negroes arc ub- er of these groups has now cstablish-
J~ct;,d. Considering the . "right to <l his headquarters in this country, 
hfe, she tre sed the demal of such while the other group carries on un-
a 1:ight in the outh. Furthermol·e, she der the Patriarch. The government, 
Pomted out t.hat the right :o employ- ! according to Dr. Hardy, seem.s to 
~en.t , educat10n and worsh1p are also have adopted an attitude of mdlffer-
mfnng-ed. cnce to the Church and the hurch is 
Sanctions Intermarriage . I attempting to avoid offending the 
In regard to the right of marnage, government. 
Miss Zimmerman said. "Marriage is ----------------
.the right of God· vet individuals anc 
states have interfe.reli Fith this right. 
Intena ial maniage is not run by the 
church; it is not morally wTong ac-
cording to Scripture. and there are no 
impediments whatsoever. Marriage is 
a matter of choice." 
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University of Oslo Barber Against Crossing 38th Parallel 
Offers Scholarships C ll J p 1. · [ N M.l. B d ' To Summer Students a s t o ztzca , ot z ztary oun ary 
The ,·or vegian committee of the 
Summer .:hool for Amcrkan tu-
dent at the niver ity of O.lo an-
nounces that four cholarships worth 
approximately 350 each will be made 
available to American and anadian 
tudent . The award ar to be known 
as the Ralph Bun he cholnrships. 
The scholar, hip will be g-h·en stu-
dents on the basi of merit by th 
Association of Electro- hemical and 
Electro-Metallurgical Industrie of 
orway in honor of Dr. Bunche who 
was recently pre ented the Nobel 
Prize. 
Scholarship candidates should make 
application with Dean • orman ord-
strand, Oslo ummer School for 
American tudents, St. Olaf College, 
orthfield, .Minn. 
es ion Open June 23 
The 1951 ession of the summer 
school opens June 23 and closes Aug. 
4. Approximately 250 American and 
Canadian students will be admitted. 
Students can earn six semester 
credits for the six weeks' course. The 
main emphasis of the curriculum is on 
orwegian culture-geography, his-
tory, language, literature, music and 
art. Courses will also be offered on 
the social, economic and polticial sit-
uation in the Scandinavian countries. 
The faculty includes several men 
recognized throughout the world-
Ilalvard Lange, orwegian Minister 
of Foreign Affairs; Haakon Lie, sec-
retary of the orwegian Labor Par-
ty; Dr. Karl Evang, surgeon-general 
of public health ; Christian S. Ofte-
dahl, editor-in-chief of the "Stavang-
er Aftenblad" and Dr. Francis Bull, 
professor of Scandinavian literature 
at the University of Oslo. 
Tuition $80 Plus 
Tuition for the six week term is $80, 
the student fee including health in-
surance is $10 and the excursion fee 
is $20. 
Application blanks may be obtained 
from the Oslo Summer School Ad-
mtsstons Office, St. Olaf ollege, 
Northfield, Minn. 
Professor Barber, head of the Political Science Department, said in an 
interview recently that in his opinion "the 38th Parallel is no longer mili-
tary, but a political boundary." 
He went on to say that continued crossings could only hurt us. Even 
our fir t inva ion of Russian-occupied orth Korea aroused question of ag-
gression, but it never reached international prominence. Repeated crossings, 
however, might appear as abnormal concern for Korean welfare and in this 
age of uncertainty, distrust, and foreign policies that aim at supremacy 
over, not harmony with, competitor nations could be fatal. Impersonal analy-
sis, ba ed on fait ring beli f, could not only prove embarrassing, but actually 
pose questions which we would find hard to answer. 
lterior Motive 1 
Should Europe suspect ulterior motives in our continued participation in 
Far Eastern affairs, here is what she would find. America, having spent the 
The Book Shelf 
By Finley chacf 
The brief revie\vs which appear 
low are of books r cently received at 
Trinity and available in the coli gc 
library. 
Roo. evelt from lunich to Pearl 
Harbor, Basil Rauch. This book is not 
only a survey of our foreig-n relations 
during th administration of Pre. i-
dent Franklin D. Roosevelt, but a 
point-by-point refutation of the isola-
tionist thesis: namely, that the Pr si-
dent plott d to carry the Unit d 
tat.es into World War II contrary to 
his public prof ssions of peaceful in-
tent. 
If Y.ou Were Born in Russia, Ar-
thur Goodfri nd . Here we find a writ-
ten and pictorial account of what life 
is like for the average Russian from 
birth to death, covering all facets of 
life in a fascinating manner. 
Life's Picture Ilistory of \ orld War 
II. Life magazine has published this 
classic in photography-a vivid his-
tory in remarkable photos and graphic 
language. 
The Primeval Atom, . Georges Le-
maitre. This little volume affords a 
fascinating view of the birth and 
growth of a noteworthy hypothes is 
regarding the origin of the material 
universe. 
Walt Whitman of t he ew Yor l< 
Aurora is a collection of more than 
180 articles and 2 po ms writ n by 
Whitman for the ew York Aurora 
which he edited in 1842. These cdi-
past five year and billions of dollars 
promoting peace and freedom, engag-
ed in a war to free the South Koreans 
from Red oppression. But not just an 
ordinary war! Early last fall we threw 
ommunist forces out of the southern 
sector. Then we could have gone home 
with the admiration and gratitude of 
the world. But we didn't! Instead, we 
continued our offensive, crossing the 
:3 th Parallel on the rather flimsy ex-
cuse that .. outh Korean safety could 
not be assured till an area of neutral-
ity could be establi shed between the 
conflicting ideologies to prevent fu-
ture infiltration and outbursts. orth 
Korea would serve that purpose nice-
ly. This 111volved pushing the Reds 
back to Manchuria. But before we 
achieved our goal the hinese Reds 
entered the fray, and for very good 
reason. American fo1·ces not only 
n ared the Manchurian border, but an 
important military objective, the Yalu 
River power plant. 
Bad trategy 
Let us suppose that we were fight-
ing an aggressive war instead of pro-
tecting independence. ow the situa-
tion takes on a differ nt aspect. Wars 
arc no longer won on the battlefields, 
but at p1·oduction centers, and this 
plant supplies all North Korea and in-
dustrial Manchuria with the power 
without whi ch war industt·ies cannot 
survive. 
Added opposition turned the tide. 
Panel Discussions torials foreshadow the later, enduring 
We were forced to retreat, denying 
us the opportunity to prove that we 
actually would have stopped at the 
Korean-Mnnchurian border. For the 
little assurance that the Reds had, 
they could have expected us to extend 
the area of neutrality to hina; if , 
:ndc d, we even remembered it at all. 
In the face of an aggressive war the 
(Continued from page 1.) writings of the poet. 
Mao Tse-tung, Robert Payne. This developing toward separate publics, 
those who follow Winchell's war and book-pleasing to the military mind, 
those who follow Lippmann's . He said the philosophic, the radical-is a 
the American public tends to assume study of the mind of Mao Tse-tung 
a state of normalcy where a policy of from his birth in a small village in 
rational negotiation is possible. Since Hunan to his arrival in Peking as the 
Russia's aim is to "create bad rela- conqueror of hina in 1949. 
tions in the hopes of probing, pushing Decision in Germany, Lucius D. 
a collapse," an atmosphere of good Clay. This record of Germany since 
faith which is requisite for negotiation the wnr was written by the famed 
is impossible. He said we must accept general in the hope that it will con-
a period of tension which call s for tribute to a better understanding of 
much strength and nerve and that we the, German problem. 
must, according to Stimson "disarm. 1 he Other World, Howard R. Patch. 
their fears and disappoint their Here is an attempt by examining var-
ious documents to discover examples 
of the medieval world as it appears in 
allegory, romance, and didactic treat-
ises of one kir.d or another; and to 
see whether we can identify the chief 
oullin~s of its background in folklore. 
hopes." 
Both Professors eumann and 
Overstreet violently di sag1·eed with 
Dr. Chamberlin that Russia should be 
eased out of the U. . They said this 
would allow her to pose as an injured 
party before the world and aid her to 
encourage the idea of two irreconcil-
able forces, of a hopelessly divided 
world. They added that they did not 
see any prospect of Russia's leaving 
the U. . because of the Korean de-
cision. 
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hincse and Korean Reds could not 
afford to surrender the plant. Of 
C'Ourse we had promised not to destroy 
the dam, but wartime promises are 
vi wed with much the same disregard 
internationally as political promises 
in this country. Should we insist on 
crossing the parallel a second time, 
when stopping at the 38th would rea-
sonably achieve our purpose, the ex-
pense might arouse curiosity, especial-
( ontinued on page 6.) 
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February 28, l9Sl -
Varsity Cagers tdge Tufts 75-70; Lose to Yale 86-75 as 
Bulldogs Hit For 67.5% of Shots; Hilltoppers Make ~8~ 
Ch. I' . s 24 A . J b I b M en Epidemic Takes 1sto 1n1 cores ga1nst um os; B ston U Hamilton Beaten Y erm Toll of Cagers 
Novak Hoops 21 Points at New Haven ° Parrot:' Huck, Grant All Break Records 
One game was tacked on to both eight point lead as Captain Bob Jach- dl R 1 T 
the winning and iosing columns of ens hit for five sets in five t1·ies. The 300 Yd. Me ey e ay eam 
the Trinity basketball record during Hilltoppers maintained this lead until Sets New Record of 3:01.3 
Frosh Swimmers Lose 49-17 
On Saturday, February 24, the the last week of play. On Thursday there were seven minutes left in the By Sandy Dwight 
night, February 22, climaxing a first half. lt was at th1s point that Last week the Trinity poolmen must freshman swimming team lost to the 
Washington's Birthday holiday, the Johnny Weber, a starter who had have thought it was "break the record Mount Hermon School by a 49-17 
Hilltoppcrs edr:-eu Tufts University b en benched in favo1· of G' 7" Pete week" ior they set fi ve new times be- count. The l!Jlltoppers were never in 
of Medford, Massachusetts by a 75- Smith, but who had replaced Smith in tween here and Boston and they stand I d b t a single event: 
The recen t flu epidemic that ha 
been spreading throughout 'ew Eng~ 
land and reached a record two hun-
dred thousand cases has invaded the 
Trinity rampu. and ha taken its toll 
on Trini ty's basketball team. 
Only nine members of the cage 
squad went on t.he Yale trip as Billy 
Goralski, Stan Lee, and Bernie Bog0_ 
lofski all were caught by the disease. 
"Hum" Del Mastro remained behind 
to help at home \Vith some much need-
ed brawn. 
70 count. On Saturday of the same the middle of the pe.riod after the tall ns recorded on the official ledgers. In the meet an won u . 
week, F'ebruary 24, Trinity lost to center had drawn h1s fourth personal d . th have also added two thl' two :1uudred yard fteestyle relay 
h t I th h I I omg so ey T . ·t f .. h d Yale 86-75 at ew Haven in a game foul, began to ge.t o anc e. w ? e more creditable wins to their total In all other e\·ents nm y 1111s e 
which was much closer than the scor team followed sUJt. The lead banched which now stands at five wins and two 
1 
no bettPr than third. 
ind1catcs. The varsity record now back and forth and at the half the defeat.'! Boston University with an ------------------------------
stands at 10-5. Elis lead 38-37. . " . . . er.rolhn.ent of approximately 30,000 
The Hilltoppers fell into a little In the second pcrwd, l nmty t1cd student~ went down splash ing in their 
luck in the Tufts encounter wh n Jim up the game at 40 all but then. b •gan own University Club Pool to a score 
M\tllaney. Jumbo Co-captain, who av- to fall behind as the Bulldogs h1t from of 5:3_21 'l'wo Boston University pool 
erages twenty-fonr point~ per game, cve1·y point on the flout . . Both teams r cords ~ere made obsolete last Wed-
and Bill Sokolin, 6' G" center wcr were up f?r the ga1~1e as IH shown by nesJay aftemoon and again a~ainst 
forced to remain in Medford berausc th amazmg shootmg percentage of Hnmilton of New York :State by near-
of illne s. The Oostingmen were not each: 'rrinity, 58 p •rct•nt, Yul 67.5 ly the same score 5l-24. Three addi-
too sharp und r the boards and a big percent. The llilltoppcrs' lack of tiona! records were announced at the 
man on the other team could have height was the telling point us Yale Hamilton meet Saturday afternoon. 
caused considerable trouble, as ob- garnered most of the rebounds and First Event Hecord Broken 1\vice 
viously, so could have th scoring t•ven though the Trinity ~ercent~ge In the first event of both meets, 
punch provid d by Mullaney. was high that of Yal was nnposs1bl records were scored twice. At B.U. 
Lead hunges Hands I to beat. . the 300 Yard Medley Relay team of 
The IIilltoppers knew they were in ovak Rlgh Man. Grant, Kirshner, and Cutting posted 
a ball game as soon us they stepped Only seven men played for Trinity a time of 3:07.8 to cop honors. Jim 
out on the court and the lead changed wi~h •_'am Nakaso spelling . Brun~ Grant in the 200 Yard Backstroke 
hands frequently. AI x B nnett and hlstolmo ~or a ver~ short whlke ~nh swept back and forth for his individ-
Ed Schenfeld provided the brunt of Moon Cul·tm repla~mg ~uv J ~~tb~ ual contribution to B. U.'s record 
the Jumbos' attack in the first half. 'vyally Novak was t~~d hwlth oe B a h book. Huck was out front in the div-
Schenfeld's appearance reminds one nola of Yale for 1g sc~re~·· 
1
°t ing and run the total up to 85.8 with 
of the famou~ Bob Cousy, late of Holy men netted twenty-one pomts. 1\ ost CoHey of B. U. second and Hogan of 
Cross and now playing for the Boston of ovak's baskets ca;~e ~n the stco~.d B. U third. It seems that Joe Clarke 
Celtics, though hi play is not of near- half when W~lly rca Y egan ° 1t will need some bettet· than average 
ly the same calibre. from the outstde. divers coming a long to take capable 
In the second half, Tufts' big scor- Jim Huck's place. Boston U. placed 
er was Bill Goodwin who had netted first only in the 50 Yard Dash which 
but six points in th first period and Intramural Schedules is anybody's race when Reinhard hit 
who now dented the hoop with igh- Two intramural volleball leagues for a time of twenty-five seconds flat . 
teen. Most of Goodwin's twenty-four have been formed, with two sections Medley Record Goes 
n'i'?t'tR1ei'!i~ d\'hl'c o~Y' o?l'e!.'n\\.n'OI!fi'1 p'il'Sn in each league. On Monday, ational Tr inity men were stri~ing for rec-
shots from the outside. Bill is a lank> League section A swung into action ords again at the Hamilton meet Sat-
6' 3" who was so loose in everything with six scheduled games. The J Sox urday afternoon held at the Trinity 
be did on the court that the fans ooh- met the rows, Jarvis North and pool. The 300 Yard Medley Relay, 
ed and aahed at every shot that he Tau Alpha; and Jarvis orth played this time swum by Ray Parrott, Jim 
sent cleanly through the rim. host to Tau Alpha. On Tuesday, Sec- Grant, and Ted Ward, who has a tre-
Trinity's top man was Bruno Chis- tion B began play with Sigma u mendous kick, cvursed strong to fin-
tolini who also n etted twenty-four. facing ADP, Alpha Delt meeting in ish in 3 :01.3, the latest pool and col-
The majority of histolini's scores addition Brovmell and Delta Phi. That lege record. Jim Huck better than held 
were made on driving, underhand evening, American Leagu Section C his own against his opposing white-
lay-up shots. Bruno tallied his points convened in Alumni Hall as Theta Xi trunked divers and came out with a 
in spurts hitting for three qu ick bas- played Jarvis South, Delta P si and total of 89.04 points, higher than any 
kets, then remaining scoreless for a the Commons Club; and Jarvis South of his previous meets. Ray Parrott 
period, then hitting for three more. fared the ommons lub. Wednesday from the Granite state where the 
He was also excellent on stea ling the afternoon the season was closed as mountain air must have something to 
ball and on defense. Coach Oosting Section D completed play, with the do with his well-developed breathing 
regards him as one of the best small Del{es playing Psi U and ortham, barreled back and forth, resting only 
men he has ever coached. harlie and Northam meeting Psi U in the once to set a new low of 2:27.3-a 
Wrinn was second in scoring honors regular season 's finale. ext week college and pool record for the 200 
with seventeen points. there will be a round robin among the Yard Brea~tstroke. Fred Kirshner 
Trini ty Takes Early Lead league leadPrs before the p lay-offs was second. Jim Grant was first in 
At Yale the varsity, in their blue for the coveted school championship the 200 Yard Backstroke with Dick 
away uniforms, got off to an early begin. Butterworth right behind him for 
Makes a Man Love a Pipe 
and a Woman Love a Man 
second place. Jim Grant rolled off 
the Backstroke event in a winning 
time of 2:54.4. In the 100 Yard Free-
style there was a tie between Tim 
Cutting of Trinity and Egner of 
Hamilton. 
An Apology 
The Tripod staff apologizes to the 
sw imming team for the mistake in 
the last i sue. Actually t he Trinity 
team lo t 39-36. T he mistake was 
made by the Editor and not by Sandy 
Dwight who received the by-line. 
Through The Keyhole 
By Joe Wollenberger and Joe pagnoli 
The college basketball scandal that broke in New York two weeks ago 
was the worst thing that could have happened to basketball and to all sports 
in general. Rumor has it that New York District Attorney Hogan has 
forty some-odd more players that he will call up for questioning in the 
near future. 
The latest news is that the players who confessed taking bribes for 
throwing ball games, including one tournament game, will not be sent to 
prison but will be allowed to go scot free. The boys are also being allowed 
to keep the money that they "earned". The theory behind this lax form 
of justice i that the boys have learned their lessons and that it will be a 
good example of how everybody in America gets a second chance, etc., etc. 
This is expected to be a good example for the other players engaged in 
collegiate athletics. Another good reason for letting those involved go free 
is that they are turning state's evidence against the bookies caught in the 
deal. 
Come From Poor Families 
Clair Bee, Long Island University Coach, claims that all the boys came 
from poor families and that the money was a great temptation-and after 
all, everybody is tempted to do wrong at one time or another. Our answer to 
Mr. Bee is that even though everyone is tempted not everyone goes through 
with the actual act. If a person is jailed for robbing a jewelry store or for 
bribing ball-players we can see no reason why those who accepted the 
bribes should not receive the same punishment. 
Mr. Bee also advocates that the boys be reinstated in school and allowed 
to olav basketball again-so the rumor goes . If we were college athlete we 
would not want to play against men who had been involved in illegal 
games and who were not punished even if it were just for the principle 
that bad company is not good for anyone. About feeling sorry for these 
poor boys and their families: these poor boys (who are now several thousand 
dollars richer) should have thought of that bef ore. 
White Made Biggest Mistake 
The player who made the biggest mistake of all was Sherman White, 
the All-America L.I.U. forward, who had a great future in pro ball and who 
could have made twice as much next year that he made this season playing 
for the ew York Knicks, who have first option on him, and he still would 
have kept his reputation. We wonder how many points a game White would 
score honestly if he nets twenty-five when throwing a game. 
Too much emphasis has been placed on college basketball in the United 
States. We do not believe that Madison Square Garden was the cause eith-
er. However, by playing a freshman game and a varsity attraction instead of 
two stellar events, the Garden would be helping to combat gambling as a 
whole. If the Garden were at fault we are sure that the same sort of ar-
rangement would have popped up in the Boston Garden and in other well-
known arenas. The entire fix, in our opinions, is under the organization of a 
big-time syndicate which probably will never be caught, at least the bosses 
won't. 
obody Interested In Fixing Here 
Actually Trinity is a lucky school. We used to be among those who ad· 
vocated the playing of larger schools in inter-collegiate competition. o~v. we 
are glad to be able to realize that nobody is interested in fixing the TnnJtY-
Middlebury game and that we are not bothered by the worries that are 
harassing the big-wigs of the New York schools involved. We'll just keep 
on playing our regular schedule and going unnoticed. It's better that way. 
~------------------------------
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Downs Breaks College Scoring Record· Bantam Fencing Team Turns Back Amherst 18-9 in Away Meet; 
Hoops 33 for JV; Team Wins 6th 'Avitable, Brennan, Ellison Star; Squad Licks Hopkins 16-11 
T H rtf d Swordsmen Have 2-1 Record; h~avily taped knee. he had ever fenced-by the scores of Parksmen rounce a or Trinity aber Win 5-3, 5-3, and 5-2. Ev Bennett copped 
Tech. lnst. by 69-50 Count Freshmen Beat Monson Epee Team Shines in Meets The Trinity abers were victorious two bouts, and although Rusty Lewis 
89.71 . L T N • h [ By Bill Dobrnuir b f 5 4 te E B tt had an off day, the Sabers won, 5-4. By Dave Fisher , ose 0 lC o S . . . . y a score o - , ve ran v enne 
H1ttmg the1r true tnde after Ia t and rookie Rusty Lewis taking two Ellison Victorious 
With all but two of an eight game 
schedule to be played, the JV basket. 
ball team is still undefeated, having 
romped to a 69-55 triumph over 
Hartford Technical Institute on Sat-
urday, February 24. It was again a 
case of too much height as Bob Downs 
pivoted for thirty-three point to shat-
ter the Trinity all-time scoring rec-
ord by one point. 
The JV starting line-up of Del-
Mastro, Pratt, Downs, Tucker, and 
Floyd got off to a ragged start, but 
Downs soon found himself and ended 
the quarter with thirteen points and a 
nine point lead for Trinity. He cooled 
off somewhat in the 2nd period but 
the rest of the team picked up the 
scoring burden and the half ended 
with the score reading 44-2:3. 
Tech Comes Alive 
Hartford Tech came alive in the 
final half as the JV offense and de-
fense fell apart. With Zabel, who end-
ed the game with twenty-six marker., 
doing most of the scoring, they drew 
up to 54-39 after three quarters. How-
ever, oach Parks still wasn't wor-
ried and he sent in several subs. Tech 
was quick to take advantage of this 
and, helped by Downs' erratic foul 
shooting, drew to within a few points 
of the lead; but as soon as the tart-
ing five came back in the coring 
tide swept the other way. 
The JV's did all their scoring nn 
drive-ins and lay-ups, sinking only 
one set shot during the entire game. 
Downs, of course, \vas high score1· 
followed by D IMa tro and Pratt with 
ten points. Tom Tucker, appearing for 
the first time in the starting line-up, 
tallied eight points and played an ex-
cellent floor game. 
The previous scoring record was 
held by Ron Watson who scored :~2 
for the varsity against Amherst, and 
Charlie Wrinn who got 32 for the 
frosh against St. Thomas. The JV's 
play Wes tonight. 
Wes, Union, Cost Guard 
Games Will End Season 
By Ted Oxholm 
The 1951 basketball season draws 
to a close on Wednesday, March 7th 
when the Hilltoppers entangle the 
U. S. Coast Guard Academy. Both 
squads have been improving through-
out the winter but the Cadets haven't 
hit the .500 per cent mark yet. Their 
last contest resulted in a 46 to 45 tri-
umph over Worcester Tech. 
Nels Nitchman's quintet averages 
about 6' 1" with center 6' 4" Ned Irish 
being the high man. Three-year vet-
eran forward Bill Harlow is current-
ly the leading scorer; however, for-
ward Fred Benson is close behind 
him. Harlow's specialty is a tricky left 
hook shot while Benson is chiefly a 
speed boy. The Cadets will probably 
be under-rated but they have always 
e~hibited a hard, spirited game. They 
""1!1 also have a height advantage in 
th1s one, so it will be well worth 
watching. 
The contest was originally sched-
uled for March 6th but circumstan-
ces shifted it to Wednesday. The 
Frosh-Suffield game will still be on 
;t'uesday but game time is 4:15 p.m., 
m.stead of 7:00p.m. The varsity game 
Will be Preceded by the intra-mural 
Playoffs and will find the Dekes 
squ · armg off with Sigma u. 
sitln the immediate future: the var-
y plays Wesleyan again tonight 
and U · le nlon this Saturday. The Wes-
toYan game will be played at Middle-
wn, while the Union contest is 
~heduled for the Memorial Field 
nou e. 
By John Davenport 
Showing spa modic talent and re-
lapses, the Trinity frosh were beaten 
by the Monson Academy squad by 
the count of 9 to 71. The Monson 
boys were as hot as the proverbial 
two dollar pistol as they were deadly 
accurate on their set shots. As he 
proceeded to do the rest of the game, 
AI Smith was effective in procuring 
the rebound for Fred Booth's men. 
With Rathbun leading the way with 
points, Trinity led at the end of the 
first quarter 22 to 18. 
Hilltopper lick 
Again employing the use of the all-
court press and the man to man de-
fense, the Hilltoppers began to show 
signs of finesse and formed a smooth 
working unit. Monson was unable to 
keep up their torrid pace and slipped 
behind rapidly. The half ended with 
Trinity ahead 48 to 32. 
The third quarter which ended with 
a score of 72 to 51 marked the end of 
the smooth Trinity attack. Team play 
became sloppy and spotty as the 
Monson in their plodding offense com-
menced to eat away the high Trin 
lead. Their lead was enough however, 
that the contest ended with the home 
team ahead 89 to 71. 
In the Tichols contest, a combina-
tion of a prolonged bus ride because 
of mechanical difficulties, a strange 
court, and what the players called 
' poor reffing" proved too much for 
the boy from Hartford as they met 
defeat to the tune of 65 to 55. 
As in the Monson conte. t, the op-
position was exceedingly sharp at 
the beginning of the initial period 
and Trinity was never able to creep 
ahead or even tie the green and white 
of the junior college crew. Trin start-
ed to catch up when Johnston fouled 
out. Lou Ben·one filled in . 
Fi r t Team Out 
Berrone and Ainsworth, Paris, 
Rathbun, and Smith started the sec-
ond half for Trinity. Due to Fred 
Carlson's foul shots and Ainsworth's 
accurate shooting, the Hilltoppers 
came within three points of tying 
ichols. In culmination of the feud 
between the referees and Trinity, 
Ainsworth was thrown out. In addi-
tion to this, Paris and Johnston fouled 
out. The already weakened Trinity 
five showed up in an under par per-
formance. 
Letter To the ·Editor 
To the Sports Editors: 
I was very disappointed when 
I came to Trinity to find, not that this 
college did not have a hockey team, 
but that there was a bird-brained (or 
as Dagwood would call him, B. B.-
brained) student who would write a 
letter like that in the February 14 is-
sue. 
Where does this character get the 
idea that there are "many good indoor 
rinks in Hartford"? Could it be that 
he is referring to the twelve tennis 
courts, which seem to be frozen over 
a good part of the winter? But then, 
I doubt that even our bird-brained 
friend would consider these indoors. 
I would like the author of that gem 
to show me even one rink in Halt-
ford. Unless I am very much mistak-
en, the nearest indoor rinks are in 
Springfield (25 miles away) and in 
ew Haven (36 miles away)-or are 
these what are considered to be "easi-
ly reached from the campus"? 
To put it bluntly, that letter was 
asinine; so was the decision to print 
it. 
Yours truly, 
A Tripod Reader. 
Editors' note: It is not only our 
policy to print letters that we agree 
with or that are one hundred percent 
true. It is only through letters like 
that of February 14 that we can 
stimulate an interest in "Letters to 
the Editor" and get replies such as 
this. 
week' one-point loss to We !eyan, bouts apiece, while neophyte Stan At foil, Dick Ellison turned in his 
Trinity's much-neglected fencing team Avitabile won one. usual all-winning performance, win-
traveled to Amherst last Wednesday The Hilltopper ' epee team, clinch- ning 5-2, 5-3, and 5-l. Rookie Johnny 
and cut the Jeffs to pieces, 1 -9. The ed the meet by winning, 7-2. o-cap- 1\lazzare!la, improving steadily, won 
Trin fencers then turned around and tain Ed Brennan took three out of two out of three. The third foilsman, 
defeated a tough, experienced Hopkins three, ·while Jerry Lehrfeld and Laird rookie Mike Schneeberg, the most in-
line-up 16-11 at Alumni Hall on Sat- ewell ·won two bouts apiece, each experienced starter on the team, drop-
urday. lo ing to Amherst's 6' 3" epee man. ped two bouts, and Bud Plumb lost 
At the Amherst meet, the story was Trinity's informal swordsmen then one, making the final score 5-4 in 
experience. In foil, co-captain Dick El- traveled back home to face Hopkins foil. 
lison and veteran Fla h Fo ter each on Saturday, and although aptains The epee team again proved its su-
won all three of their bout , and rook- Dick Ellison and Ed Brennan starred periority, 6-3, with co-captain Ed 
ie Johnny Mazzarella, who had never again, they wer a bit over hadowed Brennan winning three bouts again. 
seen a foil before coming to Trinity, by the performance of rookie Stan Jerry Lehrfeld, handicapped by a 
won one. Foster, one of the best three Avitabile in ab r. Avitabile surpri ed bad back, won one bout, and the often 
weapon men around, turned in his all- everyone by winning all three of his underestimated Laird Newell took 
winning performance in spite of a bouts-the fifth, ixth, and seventh two. 
Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests 
Number 12 ••• THE 
MOURNING DOVE 
''Some of them 
are pretty sad!" 
Melancholy and d jected, thi gloomy miss 
found little to titillate her iu the recent deluge of quick-
trick cigarette tc ts! he wa not enthralled by the idea of 
judging cigaretl mildne s with ju t a fa t pu£I or a ingle sniff. 
But, joy of joy ! ... happine came to her when he 
discovered one te t that I ft no doubt in her mind. 
It was the sensible test! ... the 30-Day amel Mildne Test, 
which simply a k you to try Camels a a teady mok -
on a pack after pack, day after day ba o nap judgments 
needed. After you've enjoyed Camel -and only 
Camels- for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for Throat, 
T for Taste) we believe you'll know why ... 
More People Smoke Camels 




"BEDTIME FOR BONZO" 
Starring Ronald Reagan, Diana 
Lynn, Bonzo. 
The comic story of a remarkable 
chimpanzee. 
Wednesday through next Tuesday. 
STRAND THEATRE 
"I'D CLIMB THE HIGHEST 
MOUNTAIN" 
Starring Susan Hayward, William 
Lundigan. 
A circuit rider and his wife bring 
the gospel to Georgia hill folks; Tech-
nicolor. 
Also: "Tho Agitator". 
Thursday through next Wednesday. 
LOEW'S POLl THEATRE. 
• • • 
" EVER A D LL MOMENT" 
Starring- Irene Dunne, Fred Mac-
Murray. 
A musician marries a rancher 
adopts Western ways; comedy drama: 
Also: "Storm \Yarning". 
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday. 
PRI CESS THEATRE. . ... ... 
"PRINCE OF PEACE" 
The story of Jesus: in cinecolor. 
Monday through Friday. 
STATE THEATRE. 
Popular Prices (65 cents in eve-
ning). 
• • • 
"STEEL HELMET'' 
Starring Gene Evans, Robert Hut-
ton, Steve Brodie. 
A vignette of a Korean campaign. 
Thursday threugh next Wednesday. 
ALLYN THEATRE . 
• • • 
"STORM WARNING" 
Starring Ginger Roger , Ronald 
Reagan, Steve Cochran. 
A story about the K.K.K.; melo-
drama. 
Also: " ever a Dull Moment." 




By Clifford J . Kamen. 
Inside the Vatican; St. Peter's; 
P ompeii; Mt. Vesuvius; Capri; the 
Alps. 
Friday at 8:15. 
BUSH ELL 1:E WRIAL. 
Tickets: $1.20, 90c, 60c 
Sports 
BA KETBALL 
Trinity vs. Union. 
Also J . V's vs ichols Jr. College. 
Saturday at 7:30 and 8 P. M. 
Memorial Field House. 
Admission $1 or AA tickets. 
• • * 
B KETBALL 
Trinity Frosh vs. Suffield. 
Tue day at 7 P . M. 
femorial Field House. 
* • • 
SQ ASH 
Trinity vs. Yale. 
Wednesday at 4 P. M. 
Trowbridge courts. 
U.N. World 
(Continued from page 2.) 
their pay once, and bought a fine 
looking accordion. The factory must 
be worried about people with sensitive 
ears, as this ar.cordion will never 
bother anyone with its groans. 'When 
first stretched upon, all the insides 
dropped out without a sound. 
-The one and only local sports 
store in :'.foscow sells volley balls. 
Once a hall is bounced, its spherical 
roundness changes to the slope of a 
watermelon or pear. Two or three 
games are enough to break its cover. 
After many complaints the balls were 
re-christened, "Amateur Volley Balls." 
-A Russian male is worried about 
the enameled po s and pans supplied 
to O\oiet kitchens. He a ks "Wh\' 
must Russian enamel ware al~·a\' ~ 
green? Can't we have more tha~ one 
monotonous color?" 
Reviewer's Quill 
(Continued from page 2.) 
a job and becomes the head of a de-
partment in a collar factory owned 
by his wealthy relatives. Then he finds 
himself on trial for the murder of 
R?berta, one of his employees, and 
w1th whom he has had intimate rela-
tions. The great struggle of the novel 
comes during and after the trial. 
Clyde refuses to admit to himself that 
be is guilty. His lawyers dream up a 
defense involving not a few lies from 
Clyde. What decision is given, and 
how Clyde eventually finds peace 
with his tormented soul is all put 
of this excellent book. 
An American Tragedy is the story 
behind the journalist's cold print · it 
is a sad story showing how th e l
1
ove 
of an average youth, attacked by the 
thorn of greed, turns to a hate that 
drives him to destroy any barrier 
between him and his goal. Filled with 
courtroom suspense, catastrophe and 
love, An American Tragedy is one of 
the groat books of the century. 
took for the nome 
[lok!/Jty 
on the red ond White 
Schaefer Iobel 
THE TRINITY TRI POD 
Audience Pa rticipation 
Populari%es Glee Club 
The Glee Club, under the direction 
of Mr. J. Lawrl!nce Coulter, has dis-
covered that it can attract the great-
er interest of an audience by including 
the actual participation of those as.. 
sembled. 
The audience is brought into the 
act iu such a manner as to make it 
believe itself to be an integral part 
of the fifty-voice Glee Club. Some of 
the devices which Mr. Coulter uses 
are: harmonic rounds, folk songs, and 
multiple voice treatments. In the con-
certs which the Glee Club has plan-
ned for the remainder of the year, 
these new methods will he used . 
A member of a recent concert audi-
ence said, "This new way of present-
in{{ concerts i~ not only enjoyable but 
full of fun. It makes me feel as if I 
were in the act. Actual participation 
is what audiences have been clamor-
ing for." 
Barber Against 
(Continued from page 3.) 
ly for a peace-loving nation. Nor can 
we with a possible prospect of war 
ag~inst Communism, afford to ali~n · 
ate even one ally, much less an ent1re 
continent. 
. S. Dominates Forces 
February 28, 1951 
cedure in the past has be 
'd . en to e s1 er 1t our extreme northern on. 
dary when we were retreat' boun. 
blandly disregard it as s Jng and to 
tide turned. "Should we oon as the 
. overstep . 
aga m, we must do so as a 1t 
U fighting force, awaiti~~r~~f the 
tual order, not anticipating 't, e a,c. 
considerable doubt was exp 
1 
• Rere . ressed eo 
cernmg MacArthur's suitability n. 
Supreme U. . Commander W as 
not afford to trust our pos.itio e ean. 
man who cannot obev his . n to a 
superior. · Immediate 
E.L. 
Combatting Mr. Barber's only weak 
point, question was raised whether 
our participation in the Far East as 
a member of the UN changed our 1·e-
lation with the Orient. Amazed by 
such naive hope, Dr. Barber replied, 
"How would you, as a European, h k 
feel?" He further intimated that the Squas Rae et 
u army is nothing more than an (Continued from page 2.) 
American army with mercenaries. A dropped each game by three , 
. I d I d POints 
majority of the nations mvo ve are reporte the matter to Da J · 
still American subsidized so they cer- who then relayed it to the D nA esse! 
I d f b k
. d · . The 
tainlv won't risk po itical is avor, oo 1e an the players involved h 
and 'none of the other nations are been at police headquarters f ave 
h 
. t I f . or the 
powerful enough at t is t1me o us ast ew hours, bemg questioned Th' 
should they stand in our way. scandal so disturbed the coil · 
15 
"Of course," Dr. Barber continued, ficials that they have red egde of. 
h 
~ ~ 
"there is more than a remote c ance playing of squash to the intramural 
that we will cross the parallel." Pro- 1level. 
The F.&M.SchaclErBrewingCo.,N. Y. 
